TERM 1

3A had an exciting and busy Term 1. They thoroughly enjoyed their first term in primary. Apart from working hard in English and Maths they learnt about “Light Fantastic” in Science and produced some excellent projects.

In the computer lab they learnt some word processing skills. They performed exceptionally well and had great fun presenting our assembly item about sun sense and using metre rules.

They learnt some new skills in Iki that are helping keep them healthy.

Daily news sessions were eagerly awaited by everyone.

Caps Club Day, the CSIRO visit and reward days were also highlights.

TERM 2

This term we are looking forward to learning about the sea explorers of Australia and competing with many other schools to win “Collie” the gnome.

We had a lot of practice for our first NAPLAN tests and eagerly look forward to our results in a few months.

The cross country at the golf club was another great new experience for Year 3. Well done to those that completed the run.